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Welcome to the May Edition of the Queensland Superkart Newsletter. COVID19
still has us in lockdown mode which has resulted in many people digging through
the history books and sharing photos and stories from days gone by. It's been
fantastic to see these old photos and the stories associated with them.
We introduce a technical article section in this edition kindly written by Neil
Faulkner from SupaNova Motorsport on Data Logging. Neil has years of
experience with Data Logging particularly from his British Superbike
Championships days. We look forward to tapping into the knowledge and learning
from his experiences in motorsport.
We hope you enjoy reading the latest news from the Queensland Superkart Club,
remember to pass it onto your friends and if you're a past member or just a fan
we'd love to hear from you.

Datalogger or Lap timer?
Written by Neil Faulkner – Supanova Motorsports.

A bit of history…..
Anyone that knows me well will know I swear by
datalogging. Even if you don’t know me well,
spend some time around me in the paddock and it
won’t be long before I’m back in front of the
computer wading through downloaded data. I
believe in its value completely. Hell, I even have
dataloggers on my mountain bike recording front
and rear suspension, tire pressures, gear use,
cadence, heart rate etc. etc. Over the top?
Probably, but its ingrained and I believe it helps me
progress more quickly than without…. And
ultimately, go faster, because that’s what it’s all
about right? Ever since I started karting at the age
of 12, all I wanted to do was go faster. We didn’t
have dataloggers then, so my secret was asking
questions… a lot. I would have been very
annoying, but I didn’t care. If I got some new
information, I had to try it. It worked or it didn’t, at
that point I hadn’t thought to write it all down, but I
definitely remembered!

Yes, twins can be a bit tricky to learn!

Do we need datalogging to race
Superkarts?
Fast forward to the present and I’ve spent more
than 40 years involved in Motorsports.
I’ve raced two and four wheels and worked as a
race engineer for US based Performance Friction
Corp. in MotoGP, WSB and BSB. During that time,
I’ve learnt that you can never have too much
information and there is no substitute for testing,
Ok, I’ve also learnt that drivers and riders don’t
always tell the truth and that data never lies.
Sometimes that didn’t go in my favour!

Just the start….

Anyway, in short, yes, definitely we need
datalogging to race Superkarts. How much we need
it depends on the driver and their motivation. If
you’re the type of driver that leaves the kart in the
trailer when you get home from a race and don’t
touch it until the next race, you may not think it’s
necessary. Until it continually breaks down and you
spend more time in the pit garage than on the track.
Some guys want to win at all costs, whatever it
takes, some guys just want to have fun and don’t
really care where they finish. However, all of us want
to finish races after the chequered flag, otherwise,
what’s the point? Datalogging will dramatically
increase your chances of finishing and potentially
winning…..no question!

So, what do I need?
Gone are the days that you need to spend thousands of
dollars on expensive datalogging systems. Most already
uses a laptimer/temperature gauge as a minimum, many
use older versions of the AIM Mychron system with
various add ons like water and exhaust gas temperature.
With the launch of the AIM Mychron 5, advanced
datalogging functions are now available to the masses
and at a fraction of the cost of the MoTec, SPA and
Magneti Marelli systems I used in the World and British
Championships. With built in GPS, three axis
accelerometer and wifi, the logging options are huge. In
my opinion the Mychron 5 is as good as any of those for
the majority of functions.

Not just a laptimer!
So yes, my advice is go buy a Mychron 5, if
you don’t have one already. Good old Covid19 has been good enough to give us way too
much time away from the track. If you spend
a bit of it learning the basics, Ill give you a
few tips and pointers on how to take some
of the guess work out of finishing your races
and making you faster at the same time. We
will cover cross referencing fueling logs
using EGT, Lambda and Det counters and the
effect on ignition timing. How to use Deltas
(you’ll wonder how you ever did without
them!) Just about everything you need to
know about comparing lap times as well as
reading between the lines. Anything else,
just ask!

With all our favourite motorsports on hold for now, a lot of attention has turned to the world of
Sim Racing. All the big categories are getting in on the action from our own Supercars to
Nascar and Formula 1. If you haven't watched any of it yet, jump on YouTube or social media
and you will soon find some racing to watch. You’ll be able to see your favourite drivers battle
it out in some categories they don’t normally race in or even our own Supercars racing at
international tracks we never get to see them at.
Within our club we have a few gun racers that also race online.
Check out Johnny La Spina here: https://youtu.be/w_uaHTmih0I
Supanova Motorsports SimRacing Australia is definitely keeping busy while physically not on
the track.
Supanova Motorsports SimRacing Australia is a community of people to race competitively
and fairly in online SimRacing. Currently they have a Radical Championship on Forza which
is on Xbox and PC. As well as the Radical Championship they have an F1 League on F1
2019 which is open to everyone. To find out more about the league go to ‘Supanova
Motorsports SimRacing Australia’ on Facebook or watch the live-streams on YouTube at
Supanova Motorsports.

John Roberts 250 National at Lakeside

Shane Wilson 250 International 1991 Lakeside

Paul Zaazryn #2 followed by Brian Stockman #43 Stockman TZ250 then Ron
Moore #21 and Unknown driver

Bob Morris, Imagine doing 220 Km/h in this!!

Bernard Weier #51 Zip Eagle YZ250 chasing Mark Hay in#74 through Hungary Corner at
Lakeside

Bernard Weier #51 Zip Eagle Yamaha IT 250 on the grid beside his main rival and
friend #32 Roger Thompson YZ250 1991

Brad Dawson #11 Stockman Rotax 257 leading Bernie Weier Zip YZ250 under
the Dunlop Bridge at Lakeside 1995

250 Nationals coming to the grid, #51 Bernie Weier, #11 Brad Dawson

Dan Alexander, Drene Jamieson, Chryss Jamieson, Craig Philp (black Jacket back to us) and
Jeff Underhill at Wakefield Park, Somewhere around the mid- 1990’s at the Australian
Championship.

Shane Wilson Shares His Memory Of Racing Lakeside Back In The Day

Those who remember they did a bitumen job out of hungry in the early
nineties that for the Karts made it like a jump…this is 160k corner in a 250
twin superkart and as you can see we would get some air… was still a fun
track back then in one of these…
This was at the ‘92 nationals and I was lucky enough to have Peter Watson
lend me his Kart for the meeting for an overall win plus new lap record of
51.79 secs.
As you can see we would get a bit thrown around back then.

Written by Chryss Jamieson

When Superkarting kicked off in Queensland in the early 70s, it was mostly contested by
people who were racing sprint karts, so for those who competed, it was just a case of bolting
on a clutch.
St George Kart Centre in Sydney started to produce the long track version of the ANS kart, and
other brands from the UK and Europe started to come in. The Zip kart made by Martine Hines
in the UK was by far the most popular at the time. Swiss Hutless also made a road race
version and one of the QSK members got hold of one of those karts and over time made a
copy and so was the beginning of the Gladiator.
The project was kicked off by Leo Ciccotelli and Graham Searle with only a few chassis ever
made by them. They did however, make my first ever Gladiator laydown kart which only had
rear brakes. I wanted to update my kart and as Leo was not interested in making the karts any
longer, I inherited all the drawings and jigs. Many improvements were made which included
adding front brakes, new laydown fibreglass seat and a new aero package. The Gladiator was
only ever used for 80 and 125cc gearbox but the idea of a 250 chassis was floated after
Superkarts were invited to run at the first ever Gold Coast IndyCar event.

A new chassis was in the making and a huge effort went into the production. Ian Smith had
redeveloped a new brake package and some of the chassis design was similar to the first Zip
karts. This kart was only going to be used as a 250 National, so with the help of John
Roberts, we got hold of a 250cc Yamaha. When the kart finally made it to the track, it only
took a few small adjustments and it was a rocket. The engine was stock out of the bike and
we even used the original bike exhaust.
At that time, Queensland only had Lakeside as a race track and by the end of the first race
meeting, we had achieved a record braking lap time of 54.00 sec only to be pipped by Brian
stockman on the last race by 1/10th – 53.99.
The Gold Coast Indy meeting was getting close and we were eager to get the kart back onto
the track. Finally, the event was on and it was John Roberts who was going to be the driver.
Through out the practice sessions we started to find all the faults in the kart racing on a more
demanding track. The biggest issue was the brakes and like a lot of other competitors, we
were going through brake pads at an alarming rate. Our testing at Lakeside did not see this
problem as there were not that many hard-braking corners, but we certainly learnt a lot about
brakes that weekend. Needless to say, the weekend was a bit of a disaster but managed to
finish the race at half pace nursing the last set of brake pads.

So, back to the workshop and bigger front disc rotors were fitted, harder brake pad
compounds were sourced and it was ready to go again.
I ran the kart next at the National Titles at Mallala SA, which proved to be very difficult as
practice was limited and I had engine mount issues. Back home, I fixed those problems but
was starting to lose interest in the 250cc Gladiator and eventually sold the kart. Looking back,
that kart was very raw basic but handled good and with the other problems ironed out, was a
good kart, however, as I was learning more about kart making, I could see the design was
outdated and needed a complete makeover. By this stage, Zip and Anderson were producing
really good chassis, so the Gladiator kart manufacturing came to an end.
The new owner of the kart had some success with it but unfortunately passed away soon after.
His father contacted the club to try and sell it off, without any luck, so like many other old karts,
it is stuck in someone’s shed rusting away. With the quality of the karts now, that is probably
where it needs to be.
The story of the Gladiator 250
Written by Chryss Jamieson

Contact QLD Superkart Club

Search @QLDSuperkart on your favourite Social Media
If you would like to advertise your business in our newsletter, get in touch
with us via email at

qldsuperkart01@gmail.com

How cool is it to look back at old photos and recall the fun things you’ve done and to see the
pure enjoyment kids get from being part of the fun? It’s these sorts of memories that stay with
you. So get out there, get the kids involved and have a blast making memories that will last a
lifetime.
The following was sent in from John Roberts, who also played a part in creating the Gladiator.
“The red kart you have in the text started when I bought a rolling chassis off Randal Johnson
back in early 1990 or late 1989, its the white one my kids are playing in, the name of the
chassis was 'Phoenix'
I bought a YZ 250W bike took the motor out and sold the rolling chassis to a bike wrecker I did
the same thing when Chryss and me built the 250 laydown.
I painted it red and ran it like that for a year, I then dumped the full body for Anderson looking
set up, it had a lot of understeer and I thought the more down force on the nose would help,
theses days I would have been able to do it differently.
You will see the two red karts together, I raced the 250 and 80cc on the same day about 5
times that year (1991) I was impossible without a good pit crew.”

Stockman MR2 250 cc National
Looking to join the Superkart Series? Well
here’s a great opportunity.
The kart pictured is up for sale! It’s a Stockman
MR2 chassis previously used by Russell
Jamieson @rus87 with an RS Honda on it.
It now has a YZ Yamaha bolted to the chassis
with a Gary Treadwell modified barrel and Red
Speed pipe to match.
This package has been sorted out by Chryss
and Russell and is ready to arrive and drive for
it’s new owner.
Package includes some engine and brake spare
parts.
Price is as follows:
$11,500 with Mychron 5 dash & $10,500
without Mychron 5 dash.
Contact Chryss Jamieson on 0417713409 if you
are genuine about buying this awesome
machine.

